
Relationship Attachment Style 
Please identify using Y or N the appropriate answer for each attachment style statement. Access word version here.    
ATTACHMENT STYLE 1. YES NO 

I always end up wanting more attention than I get from my partner.   

I’m often afraid I’m not good enough for my partner.   

I compare myself to others and don’t think I match up.   

I’m often suspicious of what my partner’s doing.   

I’m scared of being betrayed.   

If I don’t hear back from a text message within a specific amount of time I feel anxious and fear the worst.    

I feel like I constantly live in my head.    

I’m always waiting for the next shoe to drop.    

I often feel I’m on the verge of breaking up with my partner but never go through with it because I don’t want to be alone.   
TOTALS   

ATTACHMENT STYLE 2.  YES NO 

I often feel indifferent and unaffected by relationship drama.    

I don’t fall in love easily and can keep my emotions in check.    

I have a lot of hidden self doubt and uncertainty.   

I like to keep busy with tasks that keep me distracted and distant from others.    

I often throw myself into my work, fitness, health, food etc.   

I prefer casual relationships.    

I struggle with spontaneity and like to know what’s coming next.   

My partner(s) have complained that I can be emotionally distant.    

I want intimacy but I often end up finding an excuse to bail when the relationship gets too serious.    
TOTALS   

ATTACHMENT STYLE 3.  YES NO 

In general, I believe in myself.    

I can take risks without fear of failure.    

I can usually pick myself up and dust myself off after a breakup or hardship.   

I rarely feel beaten down by life and enjoy the challenges of every day life.   

I usually feel comfortable speaking up for myself.    

Growing up I got adequate attention from one or both of my parents.    

I generally feel safe in life.    

I don’t understand why people are so anxious about the smallest things.    

I generally trust my partner(s) and I’m comfortable with independence in relationships.    
TOTALS   
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Relationship Attachment Style 
 

The style with the highest # of YES answers is your style. Relationship Attachment Style =  # 

 

1. Avoidant Style – tries to maintain emotional distance and when growing closer to intimacy becomes critical and focused on partners flaws. Tends to dismiss their 

partners need as irrelevant or something that they have to deal with. Avoidants have one foot in and one foot out of the relationships. Always believing that there’s  

a better person around the corner. As a result they are never fully present in the relationship or open to true intimacy.  

 

2. Anxious Style – on the opposite end of the spectrum from avoidant, the anxious style seeks deep intimacy and closeness but are terrified of it at the same time . 

This leads them to act out fears of rejection and abandonment and creates a huge need for constant reassurance. Their worth tends to be determined by their 

partner and the relationship rather than themselves.   

 

3. Secure Style – the middle ground where a person feels comfortable with intimacy and closeness and secure in themselves. They don’t take things personally, and 

they understand their partner and their needs.  They can read between the lines, have a healthy amount of concern; they don’t over worry and they’re not 

indifferent.  


